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ABSTRACT
Implicit tendencies and cognitive biases play an important role
in how information is perceived and processed, a fact that can be
both utilised and exploited by computing systems. The Implicit
Association Test (IAT) has been widely used to assess people’s associations of target concepts with qualitative attributes, such as
the likelihood of being hired or convicted depending on race, gender, or age. The condensed version–the Brief IAT–aims to implicit
biases by measuring the reaction time to concept classifcations.
To use this measure in HCI research, however, we need a way to
construct and validate target concepts, which tend to quickly evolve
and depend on geographical and cultural interpretations. In this
paper, we introduce and evaluate a new method to appropriate
the BIAT using crowdsourcing to measure people’s leanings on
polarising topics. We present a web-based tool to test participants’
bias on custom themes, where self-assessments often fail. We validated our approach with 14 domain experts and assessed the ft
of crowdsourced test construction. Our method allows researchers
of diferent domains to create and validate bias tests that can be
geographically tailored and updated over time. We discuss how
our method can be applied to surface implicit user biases and run
studies where cognitive biases may impede reliable results.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); HCI design and evaluation methods; Empirical
studies in HCI .
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1

INTRODUCTION

Algorithms and social computing systems have recently come under scrutiny for their suspected contribution to the creation of echo
chambers [62] and spread of disinformation [82]. While these are
not necessarily intended efects, they are certainly byproducts of
optimizing content recommendations around the contents’ ‘stickiness’, i.e., its ability to keep users’ attention [6]. Side-efects of
such algorithmic behaviour have been shown to reinforce people’s
biases and subsequently contribute to an increasingly polarized
society [76]. While we have recently witnessed the fallout of highly
personalized targeting [39], which explicitly exploited users’ emotional responses, most consumer-level computing systems are rarely
aware of people’s attitudes or beliefs and therefore can hardly customize their content portfolio to overcome the challenges those
stem.
Our innate cognitive biases play a vital role in the creation of
echo chambers and the increase in polarization [17]. A prominent
example of a cognitive bias is the confrmation bias, i.e., the tendency to seek out information that confrms our existing perspectives and notions. It is often found in individuals, social groups,
and organizations. Infamous examples include beliefs about climate
change [53] or attitudes to vaccinations [21]. Confrmation bias
impacts rational, logical discussions about polarizing topics.
An inherent characteristic of biases is that they can exist without
people being aware of them. Collecting subjective ground truth is,
therefore, not as easy as simply asking users about their preferences.
Another phenomenon that may hinder truthful data collection is
preference falsifcation, where a privately held attitude is not refected in the publicly voiced opinion due to social conformity [44].
One way to detect the strength of a person’s subconscious associations and hence measure biases more objectively is the Implicit
Association Test (IAT) [34]. It asks users to sort words and pictures into two distinct groups as quickly as possible. The Brief IAT
(BIAT) [73] is a shorter version of the IAT and aims to elicit people’s
implicit attitudes towards concepts, such as gender, race, and age,
while being less burdensome for the user [34, 73]. The word sets
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2

BACKGROUND

Our work is mainly grounded in social psychology while touching
on more recent discussions and investigations of biases as they
exist in computing systems and human thinking.

2.1

Figure 1: We present a method to appropriate the Brief
Implicit Association Test for thematic issues validated by
crowdworkers. In a frst step, an initial set of attribute
candidates is created, which is–in a second step–validated
through 3 rounds of crowdsourcing using majority votes and
agreement rates. We conclude with an evaluation of the resulting attributes to detect user attitudes and biases.

that go into an IAT or BIAT need to be carefully selected and validated. This makes their creation cumbersome as experts need to be
consulted, and the associations between concepts and sentiments
are subject to change over time and geography (for example, liberal
politics are understood very diferently in Australia compared to in
the USA).
To scale the creation of bias tests and appropriate the BIAT for
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research, we present a method
that employs crowdsourcing to validate the necessary attribute
sets for constructing BIATs on thematic issues (see Figure 1). Our
approach 1) allows the timely creation of bias tests as new polarizing
topics emerge, 2) can take into consideration geography-specifc
diferences in word associations, and 3) allows for adjustments over
time as concept associations may change their meaning with the
evolving societal discourse.
Our contribution, therefore, is as follows:
(1) We present a method to validate attributes for thematic BIATs through crowdsourcing.
(2) We built, evaluated, and publicly released a web-based tool
for eliciting implicit attitudes and biases.
(3) We discuss the application of our approach in HCI research
and, more broadly, in computing systems.
The presented study contributes to the prospect of building
attitude-aware systems, i.e., computing systems that detect and take
into account users’ attitudes, beliefs, and biases. Besides using our
method for ground truth collection of genuine user attitudes, we
envision its usage to help users become self-aware of innate biases
and allow the development of technologies that contribute to a
more informed public discourse and depolarisation.

Cognitive Biases

To understand the role of cognitive biases we lay out how people form attitudes, and how these attitudes are reinforced. When
people are presented with a new topic, issue, or theme they cognitively process the underlying message and form an attitude. The
message can be in any format, including face-to-face conversation,
audio-visual, or social media posts. The set of heuristics that have
formed the attitude on the theme or topic is reinforced with each
message received. This attitude is then stored in memory and a set
of heuristics is relied upon when evaluating any other message on
that theme [68].
Depending on the interest in the topic people either use a heuristic or a more evaluative cognitive systemic approach when evaluating any new messages. Heuristic processing is a cognitive shortcut where existing rule sets determine the user’s attitude. Systemic processing relies on much deeper evaluation and cognitive efort [64].
People generally tend to resort to previously developed heuristics
and attitudes. These heuristics arise due to numerous causes, including, but not confned to, limited exposure to facts, reliance on
previous experience, a positive valence towards future outcomes, or
evolutionary self interest. Heuristic message evaluation is the more
common path when we are afected, i.e., in an aroused emotional
state [35], overloaded with message processing requests [66] or not
highly engaged with the topic [64].
Herbert Simon postulated that humans are not always rational
beings, and that we can not always apply the necessary cognitive
efort to make rational choices for every economic decision [37]. Simon’s research, along with others, founded behavioural economics,
which assumes that people’s attitudes, emotions and held beliefs
will infuence economic decision making.
Accepting that decision making is not always rational, psychologists continued to explore the types of irrationality involved in
decision making. The concept of cognitive biases was frst proposed
by Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman in 1974 [78]. Biases infuence how we think and make judgments. While heuristics generally
help us break down the complexity of the world to act efciently
in it, they become problematic when they distort our thinking in
ways we are not necessarily conscious of. These cognitive biases
can happen at individual and organisational levels. Doctors, for
example, have reduced the rate of diagnostic errors by identifying
their own cognitive biases; hence the creation of tools that help
detect biases is crucial [67]. Cognitive bias has been identifed in
large corporations’ inertia to address climate change in their strategic planning [53]. Cognitive bias can afect individuals and groups
of individuals in organisations. Simon’s research demonstrates the
limitations of human decision making, Tversky and Kahneman’s
research [78] identifes the diferent heuristic shortcuts that allow
decision making to continue within that limitation.
Computing systems and algorithms have been falsely perceived
as unbiased in the processing of data. Recently, the notion of biased
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systems and biased algorithms has been considered [7, 40, 46]. Although intended to improve objectivity and result in more evidencebased decision-making [46], the potential for bias in data-driven
algorithms and systems has raised concerns in both the popular
media and academic discourse [27, 40, 84]. Examples of algorithmic biases, while mostly implicit in nature, have been identifed
in relation to race [22], gender [84], as well as numerous other
personal characteristics [13]. Algorithmic biases can be caused by a
variety of factors [4]. Barocas and Selbst, in particular, point to the
reliance of these algorithms on the input data they receive; “[A]n
algorithm is only as good as the data it works with” [4]. For example, a system may rely on historical data which already contains
prejudices against certain demographics or incorporate data from
a biased population sample (e.g., over-and under-representation).
What is considered an algorithmic normal may just be preexisting
prejudices and biases in the training data. Any feld of study that
relies on existing training sets - such as Artifcial Intelligence areas
including Natural Language Processing (NLP) may be subject to
cognitive bias stemming from biased human thinking.
By informing people of their cognitive biases when in decision
making situations could have numerous benefts. Examples of the
type of benefts include making more objective and rational decisions, an awareness of persuasion and propaganda, and making
decisions in their own self-interest not based on afective (emotional), behavioural, or learned states. We, therefore, turn to a tool
used in social psychology to elicit such biases.

2.2

Implicit Association Tests

According to Greenwald et al. [34], implicit associations are automatic evaluations that happen without the evaluator being aware of
them. They directly infuence judgements and actions and are said
to be “introspectively unidentifed (or inaccurately identifed) traces
of past experience that mediate favourable or unfavourable feeling,
thought, or action toward social objects” [29]. In order to elicit these
implicit associations, Greenwald et al. [34] developed the Implicit
Association Test (IAT).
2.2.1 The Implicit Association Test. The original IAT measures
individual diferences of the association of an attribute (e.g., stereotypical name, pleasant characteristics, unpleasant characteristics)
with a concept (e.g., brand, gender, race). This is achieved by tasking
users with quickly responding to a matching task of a concept and
an attribute. The pressure to respond as fast as possible automatically induces heuristic processing in the users, preventing them
from actively thinking about the consequence of the response.
In a series of seven discrimination tasks (two practice tasks, fve
actual tasks) [33], users are familiarized with the target concepts
and the attributes by assigning either category to a left and a right
response. These are usually keys on the left side and on the right
side of a computer keyboard that need to be pressed as quickly
as possible when the respective category is shown on a screen
(e.g., ‘d’ for an image showing Pepsi ‘k’ for an image of Coca-Cola).
In a second step, attributes are introduced into the left and right
dimensions, such as pleasant: ‘lucky’, ‘happy’, ‘gift’, ‘honor’ for the
left response, and unpleasant: ‘poison’, ‘grief’, ‘disaster’, ‘hatred’ for
the right response. The actual test comprises of fve task blocks in
which the categories and attributes are combined with each other in

four diferent ways. Each testing block consists of 50 trials to which
the user has to respond. The comparison of reaction times between
them allows inferring implicit associations of the categories with
attributes. This setup allows for the IAT to even elicit associations
that people prefer to hide and, therefore, enables testers to prevent
result distortion through masking in self-assessment tasks.
The IAT has been validated as a tool for eliciting individual
diferences through continuous application in diferent areas of
psychology, political research, and marketing research. Its application cases go beyond investigating implicit attitudes [16, 51, 54],
implicit stereotypes [34], implicit self-esteem [26, 30, 31, 42], and
implicit self-concepts [23, 30, 75]. The IAT has been repeatedly
validated as a tool to elicit implicit associations and diferences
between individuals through its application in a wide range of
domains [32, 61, 65].
Despite its wide usage, the IAT is the subject of an ongoing discussion around its validity and exact target measure [25, 70, 71]. Recent
work has especially criticized the use of IAT as it sometimes poorly
correlates [71]. In response to this growing criticism, Gawronski
presents “six lessons for an empirically, theoretically, and methodologically informed science of implicit bias and critical debates about the
range and limits of the construct in understanding the psychological
underpinnings of social discrimination” [28]. This overview of the
literature highlights that implicit bias is not necessarily stable over
time, may not provide an unconditional relationship with actual
behaviour, and that contextual factors may afect participant responses. Despite these clear limitations, Gawronski argues against
dismissing the implicit-bias construct and invites future research
to address the ambiguities in the use of IAT. In this work, we set
out to provide a replicable and validated method to appropriate the
BIAT in user studies.
2.2.2 D-Score. At the heart of the IAT is a reaction time test and
a measure to determine a preference between two opposing concepts: the D-Score. In 2002, McFarland and Crouch [57] used a
millisecond-measurements instead of traditional log-measures [33].
They discovered a potential cognitive-skill confound that impacted
results of subjects with certain cognitive impairments. Similar fndings were made among elderly participants who generally presented
with higher latencies but who also presented with stronger implicit
associations on the conventional IAT measures [38]. This confound
could be mitigated by using the within-participant latency Standard
Deviation (SD) as a divisor [11], resulting in a signifcant improvement for IAT measures [58]. This improved D-Score is similar to the
calculation of the efect-size measure d, developed by Cohen [14].
When comparing test block results of the same size, the numerical
range of D reaches from -2 as a minimum to +2 as a maximum [60].
2.2.3 The Brief Implicit Association Test. In 2009, Sriram et al. [73]
introduced a shortened version of the IAT [34], the Brief Implicit Association Test (BIAT). It uses the same four categories and attribute
mappings as the IAT, but only requires two trial blocks. Users of the
BIAT are instructed diferently in that they are required to remember the objects within two categories, e.g. fowers and insects, and
then respond to the objects being displayed by pressing a ’focal’
response key, e.g. ‘k’ on the keyboard, and to any other object a
’non-focal’ response key, e.g. the ‘d’ key. This also comprises the
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major diference to the IAT. The BIAT requires less than 80 trials, which in comparison to the 180 trials for the IAT, reduces the
testing time signifcantly [73]. Resulting from this setup, the BIAT
can be designed in four diferent versions, each with a diferent,
shared focal categories but investigating the same construct [72].
In a series of studies, Shi et al. [72] investigated the validity of all
four BIAT versions and found evidence that ‘good’ as a shared focal
category yielded the most robust results. It is, therefore, important
to thoroughly select the shared focal categories. The BIAT, similarly
to the IAT, utilizes the improved D-Score to quantify users’ implicit
associations.
In summary, cognitive biases, which lead us to mentally shortcut our assessment and decision-making processes, are especially
problematic when they are based on misleading or incomplete information. Self-awareness is the frst step towards mitigating some
of the more negative aspects. Social psychologists used the IAT and
BIAT in the past to uncover implicit attitudes, none of which has
made its way into HCI and computing research as of yet. While
the IAT and BIAT have been widely applied to topics related to
race, gender, and self-identifcation [31, 54], application with regard to thematic topics is much rarer. Constructing a BIAT on a
new topic requires the elicitation of appropriate attributes that ft
that topic. There may further be diferences in interpretation of
attributes depending on the geography or cultural context. Over
time, perception and interpretation may also vary in a changing
societal discourse. To the best of our knowledge, there is currently
no formalized process to identify, validate, and update topic attributes. In this paper, we appropriate the BIAT for thematic issues
to uncover implicit user biases. We present a method to construct
efective BIAT attribute sets using crowdsourcing and release our
BIAT software as an open-source tool. We present a three-step
validation process for an initial attribute set using crowdworkers.
We then evaluate the efectiveness of this tool to elicit attitudes
and benchmark it against self-assessments, and conduct a series of
domain expert interviews to validate the ft of the crowdsourced
wordsets.

3

ATTRIBUTE SELECTION

We started by developing a BIAT tool to provide ground truth on
people’s attitudes on four topics of general, current interest. To
test the breadth of application of our approach, we selected the
following topics as they cover political, societal, and current afairs.

Progressive vs Conservative Politics
The ongoing polarisation of politics in western liberal democracies
[55] suggested the frst theme of progressive and conservative
political attitudes. According to a longitudinal survey by the Pew
Research Centre [1] and peer-reviewed research [12, 83] political
beliefs are becoming more polarised. This has been an increasing
trend since the 1970s. The polarisation of politics has not been
helped by personalised search engines and online social media
platforms which are creating echo chambers and flter bubbles [59].

Feminism
We selected Feminism as a potential topic because of the increase
in men’s groups being categorised as a response to feminism [69]
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and because of the view some feminist scholars hold that some
third-wave feminists do not self-identify as feminists [77]. Secondwave feminism focused on an idea of essentialist woman linking the
movement with one identity and failing to consider race, sexual
preference, class and age [50]. The topic/theme appealed because
of the dissonance between internal belief and external expression
of individual attitudes to the topic.

Multiculturalism
On the topic of multiculturalism, according to the Australian
2016 census, one third of the population of Australia was born in
another country [3], yet the national identity is strongly associated
with a failed military campaign in the Dardanelles during the frst
World War, where the image projected and commemorated every
year on April 25th is a Caucasian Anglo-Saxon male in military
uniform known as an ’ANZAC’ [56]. This dissonance is further
confounded by the fact that the Australian legislature’s frst act as a
nation was a restriction on immigration to ‘non-British citizens’ in
1901 [63] a policy that remained until 1966 [15] and was known as
the ’White Australia Policy. This presented a dissonance between
factual data, Australian legislative policy, and national identity that
suggested a theme to explore.

Climate Change
The majority of Australians acknowledge man-made climate
change [2], yet political parties have largely been inert or regressive on climate change policy. As Australia has compulsory voting
for all citizens and permanent residents over the age of 18, a majority of adult Australians vote for parties that do not represent
their views on man-made climate change. This raises the question
of whether people may exhibit an opinion in public, which difers
from their privately held beliefs, a phenomenon, which has been
described as “preference falsifcation” [44]. Psychologist Stephen
Lewandowsky and colleagues have explored attitudes towards the
science of climate change [48] and climate change denial [47].

4

APPARATUS

Before describing our implementation, we will briefy explain the
principles behind the BIAT.

4.1

Anatomy of a BIAT

One topic makes up one BIAT (e.g., Progressive/Conservative). A
BIAT is made up of two topic categories (each containing four
attributes) and two sentiment categories (called attitudes). The two
topic categories–or attributes–are split into focal and non-focal
stimuli. Focal refers to the positive scale in the D-Score, whereas
non-focal refers to the negative dimension. The two attitude groups
are Good (‘Wonderful’, ‘Best’, ‘Superb’, ‘Excellent’) and Bad (‘Awful’,
‘Horrible’, ‘Terrible’, ‘Worst’), which have been used in various
studies [73].
A BIAT always contains all focal and non-focal attributes as well
as all good and bad attitudes. The diference between focal and
non-focal blocks is the classifcation task, i.e., pairing either focal
attributes or non-focal attributes with good attitudes. Bad attributes
are always considered other. In essence, participants are asked to
make a mental association between either attribute group and good.

BIAT
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Figure 2: Screenshot of our web-based tool showing the instruction page (lef), BIAT introduction (middle), and an active BIAT
session (right).
If making the association with one category is easier than with
another, this contrast will result in difering reaction times per
category.
Each BIAT consists of fve blocks of trials as follows:
• A test block with the focal category paired with good attitudes. This block is slightly shortened (all attributes, but
half attitudes) as it is not at all considered for calculating the
D-Score.
• The focal category is paired with good attitudes: all attributes and attitudes are randomized, except for the frst
four stimuli, which are always taken from two focal and two
non-focal categories. These frst four stimuli are discarded
for the D-Score calculation, whereas the remaining 16 make
up the reaction time collection.
• The non-focal category is paired with good attributes in
the same way as the second block.
• Block 4 is of the same structure as Block 2, i.e., focal pairings.
• Block 5 is of the same structure as Block 3, i.e., non-focal
pairings
The time between a stimulus appearing on the screen and the
participant’s correct classifcation makes up the reaction time. Reaction times from block 2 and block 4 are combined for measuring
focal afnity. Similarly, reaction times from block 3 and block 5 are
combined to measure non-focal afnity. The D-Score is calculated
by taking into account the mean reaction times and standard deviations [33]. Reaction times of more than 10s and less than 200ms are
discarded.

4.2

Web-based BIAT Assessment

We built a website running a Node.js server, through which we could
administer the BIATs. It instructs participants on the nature of the
task, explains the data collected, and asks for demographic information. The website then explains the BIAT procedure (Figure 2, left),
in which participants are asked to press the key ’K’ for all nouns
representing a focal category (e.g., ‘Progressive’) and attitudes relating to ‘Good’. The key ‘D’ on the left is used for words representing
the non-focal category (e.g., ‘Conservative’) and attributes from
any other category or attitude. Once participants understand the
procedure, the sequence of BIATs is randomized, and participants
are asked to start with a training BIAT on Flowers/Insects to help
them become familiar with the task format. Items appearing on
screen should be classifed as quickly as possible while making a

few mistakes. Classifcation mistakes are not penalized other than
through the time it takes participants to correct their choice. In
case of misclassifcation, an alert is shown.
After each completed BIAT, the D-Score is calculated and displayed. For our purposes, we included a questionnaire after each
BIAT, which asked participants whether the tendency identifed
through the BIAT applies to them and, if so, how good of a ft it
is (Likert-style from 1=Terrible ft to 7=Excellent ft). At the end of
the BIAT, the tool asks participants to complete some subjective
assessments, including where they see themselves on the spectrum
between the focal (e.g., Progressive) and the non-focal category (e.g.,
Conservative), on a 1-7 Likert-style scale. The tool then displays the
attributes of the completed BIAT and asks users to rate how they
think these attributes ft the category (1=Terrible ft, 7=Excellent ft).
Finally, two text boxes are required to be flled with 1) any of the
attributes that users feel are out of place and 2) any suggestions
they may have for better attributes. We ask this for both focal and
non-focal categories. This questionnaire task is vital for attribute
validation. The tool can be confgured to allow researchers to conduct their own BIATs on custom topics using a JSON fle to set the
focal and non-focal attributes. The tool is open-sourced and can be
downloaded from its Git repository1 .

5

CROWDSOURCED ATTRIBUTE SET
GENERATION

To apply bias research to a variety of topics, we needed a systematic
approach for creating and validating new attribute sets. Traditionally, this is done by consulting domain experts, which limits the
scope and timeliness considering how quickly contentious topics
can emerge in public discourse. Crowdsourcing has been successfully applied in the past to build knowledge platforms, such as
Wikipedia and Mechanical Turk, outsourcing tasks at scale by tapping into ”the wisdom of the crowds” [41]. Given that biases are
prevalent in all layers of society, a comprehensive depiction of a
thematic issue might as well come from a broad range of people.
We, therefore, propose a three-step procedure to create and validate
attributes for thematic topics based on crowdsourcing.

5.1

Procedure

In the frst step, we identifed a viable, initial set of candidates for
attributes by broadly researching the respective topic and using
a Thesaurus for fnding synonyms. We then fed these attribute
1 https://github.com/Til-D/biat
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candidates into our web-based BIAT tool and ran an online study
using 20 Amazon Mechanical Turk workers (or MTurks). Using the
questionnaire described, we collected feedback on how well the
calculated D-Score ft users’ actual preferences, where they placed
themselves on each issue, how well the attributes ft the BIAT category, and which attributes required replacements. Based on this
feedback, we then refned the attribute sets in an iterative manner
substituting attribute candidates in each round as per participants’
agreement scores. We assessed and refned all four topic categories
in this way, which is described in Table 1 per round. Completing
all four BIATs (plus the training BIAT) and flling in each questionnaire took about 20min, for which we compensated MTurk workers
with$4 USD. Because we had at least one BIAT topic very specifc to
Australia, we restricted the MTurk task to workers from Australia
and required them to be native English speakers. We adopted the
latter requirement to avoid potential confounds through language
barriers.

5.2

Three Rounds of BIAT Validation

Dingler et al.

Hence, we looked at attribute suggestions as a metric for agreement between participants on any given attribute set. We, therefore,
appropriated Vatavu et al.’s agreement rates [80], a widely used
metric in HCI research for quantifying agreement about so-called
referents.
Õ  |Pi |  2
|Pc |
1
−
Ac =
|Pc | − 1
|Pc |
|Pc | − 1

Hence, we determined an agreement rate Ac per attribute category using equation 1 where Pc is the set of user suggestions for
attributes that should be replaced in the set of all suggestions C
(including ’n/a’ for when no replacement was requested), and Pi
is the subset of identical suggestions for that attribute. For example, in the calculation of an agreement rate for Anti-Feminism, we
collected 9 suggestions for Masculinity, 3 for Obedience, 2 for Housewife, and 6 empty suggestions (i.e., no out-of-place attributes). Thus,
the agreement score for Anti-Feminism attributes was calculated as
follows:

We conducted a total of three rounds of refning attributes until we
arrived at a high agreement score between crowdworkers (Mturks)
of the appropriateness of each attribute set.
5.2.1 Round 1. In round 1, our workers were made up of 6 women
and 14 men with a mean age of 30 (SD=8.4) years old. At this point
in the analysis, we solely focused on the category attributes, participants’ ratings, and suggestions. Figure 3, Round 1 depicts how participants rated the category attribute ft, namely for the focal category
of Progressive/Conservative with M=6 (SD=1.24) and for the nonfocal category (Conservative) Mdn=5 (SD=1.35). For Feminism/Antifeminism, the focal category received scores of M=5.9 (SD=1.13) and
non-focal (Anti-feminism) M=4.6 (SD=1.41). Australian/Multiculturism
scored M=5.4 (SD=1.4) in the focal and M=4.9 (SD=1.5) in the nonfocal category. And for the Man-made Climate Change/Natural
Climate Cycles attributes, participants rated focal M=5.6 (SD=1.6)
and non-focal M=4.9 (SD=4.9).
We then looked at all of the suggestions for out-of-place attributes and eliminated those which were named by at least 50%
of our participants (absolute majority vote). We replaced those
with suggestions made by participants via the relative majority.
Attributes we replaced in this round were Anti-Feminism: Family
(14 votes) (for Obedience) and Multiculturism: Chance (10 votes) (for
Migrant) (see Table 1). Equipped with the new set of attributes, we
ran a second round of MTurk tasks.
5.2.2 Round 2. In this round, we had 6 women and 14 men participating with a mean age of 26 (SD=7.3) years old. Four MTurk workers in this round had participated in the previous round. Figure 3,
Round 2 gives an overview how participants rated the category
attribute ft. Here, we will only list the two categories, in which we
substituted attributes, namely for Feminism/Anti-feminism, which
was now rated M=5.8 (SD=1.25) for the focal and M=4.7 (SD=1.5) for
the non-focal category. Australian/Multiculturalism scored M=5.3
(SD=1.7) in the focal and M=5.8 (SD=1.4) in the non-focal category. While this did not seem like a substantial improvement, we
noticed that participants in this round seemed much more in agreement about whether and which attributes should be substituted.
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As a result, we were able to trace back the agreement rates from
Round 1 and the improvements in Round 2 (see Table 2). Agreement
rates around 0.1 are considered to be low agreement, 0.1-0.3 medium,
0.3-0.5 is defned as a high agreement and >0.5 very high agreement.
We, therefore, were able to select our next substitutions by replacing
words in attribute categories that scored low to medium resulting
in the following two substitutions: Anti-Feminism: Masculinity (9
votes) (for Inequality) and Natural Climate Cycles: Fearmongering
(6 votes) (for Weather). We took this newly formed set of attributes
then forward to the third round of MTurk tasks.
5.2.3 Round 3. In the third Round, we had 11 women and 9 men
with a mean age of 27 (SD=8.67) participating. Two out of the
20 workers had now participated in all three rounds. Round 3 is
also depicted in Figure 3 where category attribute fts are listed.
Feminism/Anti-feminism was was now rated M=5.7 (SD=1.33) for
the focal and M=5.3 (SD=1.36) for the non-focal category. Manmade Climate Change/Natural Climate Cycles now scored M=5.3
(SD=1.4) in the focal and M=4.7 (SD=1.1) in the non-focal category.
Both substitutes lead from low/medium to high agreement rates (see
Table 2). The remaining table shows that now all attribute categories
have high (3) or very high (5) agreement rates. Figure 3 depicts the
progression between rounds and the increasing agreement among
participants for both focal (depicted in blue) and non-focal (shown in
orange) attributes. With all attribute sets receiving high agreement
scores, we had the resulting BIATs assessed by a group of domain
experts and put them to the test in order to assess their ability to
detect user biases.

6

BENCHMARKING WITH DOMAIN
EXPERTS

To benchmark the ft of our crowdsourced attribute sets, we consulted experts from the four respective domains. We defned our
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Multiculturism
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Progressive/
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Attribute Fit
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Attribute Fit

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

Figure 3: Attribute ft across all three rounds as rated by crowdworkers on a 7-point Likert-style scale (1=Terrible ft, 7=Excellent ft). Blue graphs depict focal attribute sets while orange graphs depict the non-focal attribute sets. Through refnements
using majority vote from Round 1 to Round 2 and, fnally, agreement rates from Round 2 to Round 3, we were able to improve
the overall consensus on attribute sets.
experts as senior research academics with an established career conducting research on the topic who have an active and recent publication record in peer-reviewed journals and conferences. Wherever
possible, experts were operating at the level of Professor or higher
(Deputy Dean/Dean) at a ranked (Times Higher Education Rankings) Australian University. We frst conducted a round of attribute
elicitation during which we had these experts from each domain
create an attribute set for the BIAT in their respective disciplines. In

a second round with a larger pool of experts using the same recruitment criteria as the original expert selection, we then compared
these attribute sets with the crowdsourced attribute sets. The goal
was to validate the appropriateness of the attribute sets created
through our proposed method.

6.1

Attribute Set Elicitation

For creating the expert attribute sets we reached out to four domain
experts, whom we identifed through the websites of prominent
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Table 1: Word substitutions between crowdsourced BIAT tests according to participants’ ratings and suggestions.

Table 2: Agreement scores and their changes for each batch. Arrows represent word substitutions. Agreement Score margins
according to [80] for sample sizes between 10-50 participants: <0.1: low agreement, 0.1-0.3: medium agreement, 0.3-0.5: high
agreement, >0.5: very high agreement.
Australian universities. We recruited one expert from each of the

following domains (3 men, 1 woman), in which they were wellpublished senior scholars: political science, cultural studies and
identity, gender politics, and climate science.
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Figure 4: D-Score ft as self-rated by participants.
6.1.1 Procedure. We conducted semi-structured interviews over
ZOOM during which we introduced experts to the BIAT, the purpose of our inquiry, and had them perform a test BIAT using the
concepts of fowers vs insects. After experts had the chance to familiarise themselves with the test mechanics and the importance of
selecting ftting attributes, we asked them to create their own set of
focal and non-focal category words for their respective domain: progressive/conservative (political science), feminism (gender politics),
multiculturalism (cultural studies), and climate change (climate
science). We then plugged their attribute sets into our BIAT tool
and invited experts to go through the BIAT procedure with the
category words they had just created. In the end, we gave them the
opportunity to revise any of the words and invited them to discuss
their word choices. The interviews took about 40min for which we
compensated our experts with $30 AUD donations to a charitable
cause of their choice.
6.1.2 Expert Atribute Sets. Table 3 lists the resulting attribute sets
created by our experts. Most started of with a general brainstorm
of potential candidates, then selected four for each category (focal
and non-focal), and refned them after they had taken the BIAT
with their own word choices.
A common topic of discussion was that some words might be
used by members of both sides of the aisle. For example, our expert
on political science argued that attributes, such as community or
freedom are part of the vocabulary of both ideologies and, hence,
such words should be avoided. Also, categories are not always
directly opposed. BIATs can be constructed on any two pairs of
categories as they merely elicit a preference (e.g., fowers and insects
are not direct opposites, yet people can exhibit a preference).
Between crowdsourced and expert attribute choices, we can
observe an overlap with 25% of crowdsourced words also having
been selected by our domain experts.

6.2

the respective disciplines and invited them for a ca. 1hr ZOOM call.
We recruited three experts for politics and climate change and two
experts for feminism and multiculturalism, respectively.
6.2.1 Procedure. We started by introducing the purpose of our
research and an explanation of the BIAT. We then conducted the
warmup round using the neutral fower vs insects BIAT to get
participants acquainted with the test mechanics. Once they felt
comfortable with the test, we invited them to undertake the frst
BIAT in their respective domains. We randomized whether our
experts started with the crowdsourced or expert attribute set, the
source of which they were oblivious at this point. After each BIAT,
our experts flled in a feedback form, which assessed how well the
word set ft the focal and non-focal category on a Likert-style scale
from 1 (extremely well) to 5 (extremely bad). Once our experts had
undertaken both rounds of (crowd- and expert-sourced) BIATs, we
started the discussion by asking about general diferences between
the sets and whether they had a preference for either. We then
revealed the source of each attribute set and discussed their observations. For each interview, we made a donation of $30 AUD in our
expert’s name for a charity of their choice.

6.3

Results

We start by comparing the overall attribute ft between crowdsourced and expert sets. The expert sets were rated with an average
Likert-style rating of M=1.65 (between extremely well and somewhat well), SD=0.81. The crowdsourced set was rated slightly worse
with an average rating of M=2.2 (between somewhat well and neutral), SD=0.95. Table 4 lists the results for each domain. A paired
t-test, however, did not reveal a statistically signifcant diference
between the two sets’ ratings (t(9)=1.137214, p=0.14241).
Six of our experts (60%) voiced a preference for the expertsourced attribute set, three had no preference (33%), and one expert
favoured the crowdsourced set.

Attribute Set Benchmarking

In this subsequent series of interviews, we invited a second set of
10 domain experts (4 men, 6 women) to help us assess the appropriateness and ft of the crowdsourced attribute sets. These experts
underwent the BIAT in their respective disciplines with both attribute sets, after which we had an in-depth discussion about their
diferences and applicabilities. We followed the same recruitment
procedure where we contacted senior, accomplished scholars from

6.4

Discussion

In summary, our experts tended to deem the expert-sourced attribute sets as a better ft even though not signifcantly. The expert
sets were considered more specifc in their meaning and associations, while the crowdsourced sets seemed more general with more
frequent overlaps. This was, in part, due to the specifcism of the
terminology coming from the input of those experts who created
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Political Science
Category

Gender Politics
Feminism

Cultural Studies

Progressive

Conservative

Anti-Feminism

Crowdsourced
Attributes

LGBTQ
Multiculturalism
Equality
Opportunity

Tradition
Stability
Patriotism
Responsibility

Empowerment
Liberation
Equality
Progressive

Inequality
Housewife
Traditional
Obedience

Expert
Attributes

Social Welfare
Collectivism
Equality
Diversity

Individualism
Nationalism
Self-Reliance
Tradition

Equality
Rights
Reproductive Freedom
Women

Paternalism
Patriarchy
Inequality
Men's Rights

Climate Science
Natural
Climate
Cycles

Multiculturalism

Man-Made Climate
Change

Footy
Kangaroo
Outback
Aussie

Diversity
Culture
Migrant
International

Emissions
Consumerism
Coal
Drilling

Natural
Non-Sense
Cycles
Weather

Colonial Heritage
Anzac
Whiteness
Cricket

Cultural Diversity
Cosmopolitan
Dynamic
Colored

Emissions
Coal
Fossil Fuels
Greenhouse Gas

Weather
Drought
Floods
Heatwave

Australian

Table 3: Attribute sets by discipline for our four thematic issues: obtained through crowdsourcing and expert elicitation.

Politics

Feminism

Multiculturalism

Climate
Change

Crowdsourced

1.5 (0.55)

2.75 (0.96)

2.25 (0.5)

2.5 (1.23)

Expert

1.5 (0.55)

1.75 (0.96)

1.5 (0.58)

1.8 (1.7)

Table 4: Overview of attribute ft. Numbers are averages (SD)
with 1=’extremely well’ and 5=’extremely bad’.
the attribute sets. “[The] phrases tab into the kinds of things we
measure as political scientists” said one of our experts about the
expert-sourced set, hence the preference for it.
None of our experts downright rejected the crowdsourced attributes, and most of them commented on them as being clearly
informed by the current societal and media discourse. One of our
experts specifcally pointed out that the expert set was quite specifc
to Australian discussions, whereas the crowdsourced set seemed
to be inspired by conversations on social media. Interestingly, one
expert labelled the crowd set as ’more neutral’, suggesting that the
specifcity of the expert set might be more congruent yet potentially
biased in itself. One participant commented that the “Expert [set]
felt easier to go through quickly but not sure if that’s what you want
as variance might be more important [...] I had more variance in
the second”, followed by “[the] second set might be more externally
valid because of the process”.
Another conversation we had was around stereotypes. One expert commented that the crowdsourced set refected more stereotypes, which is to be expected given its source. While stereotypical
associations might contribute to the ease of test, they also come
with the caveat: “problematic might be the potential reinforcement
of stereotypes/biases”.
Two themes that kept being brought up throughout our discussions were geographical and temporal dependence. Perceptions of
and associations with certain attributes may change dependent on
which geography the people are in undertaking the BIAT. One expert noted that “new terminology is currently being introduced by
European experts, for example ’global heating”’ and as a result, the
“Associations with particular terms may change, e.g., ’emissions trading’ was initially a bad thing (abdicating responsibility), then later
the EU introduced more legislation around it and ’branded’ it in better light”. Another expert pointed out that “Australian think-tanks
copy the discussion and the jargon from the American discourse”
and hence the associations with certain concepts might change

over time. An example of that is “the introduction of LGBTQ [as] a
rather recent phenomenon in progressive politics”.
One expert noted that “the saliency of an issue might be relevant for the efectiveness of the BIAT for an individual: is the
topic important to people?” That saliency, again, depends on the
geographical, temporal, and hence current cultural context. These
three aspects–geographical, temporal, and cultural saliency–seem
to argue in favour of a method that allows researchers to construct
BIATs quickly and informed by people’s input.

7

EVALUATION

To evaluate the crowdsourced BIAT’s ability to detect user biases, we conducted a fnal MTurk study with 50 crowdworkers.
We restricted the task to the U.S. as we were more likely to fnd
more native speakers there. Hence, we removed the Australianspecifc BIAT, which left the evaluation to be done on 1) Progressive/Conservative, 2) Feminism/Anti-Feminism, and 3) Man-made
Climate Change/Natural Climate Cycles. To keep payments consistent, we continued to pay workers $4 USD for roughly a 15-20min
participation.

7.1

Participants

A total of 50 crowdworkers (21 women, 29 men) participated in this
study, between 23 and 63 years old, M=35 (SD=9.4). All participants
were based in the U.S., employed in teaching (N=4), and various
industry roles, such as sales, IT, and construction, to name some
more prominent ones.

7.2

Method

Similarly to the Validation Study, we released the tasks on Amazon’s
MTurk platform. After flling in general demographic information,
participants performed the training BIAT on Insects/Flowers, after
which we randomized the sequence of the test BIATs. After each
BIAT, we communicated the calculated D-Score to our participants
and administered a short survey asking them to self-assess the ft
with their actual position on the issue. We also asked them where
they saw themselves leaning, whether towards the focal or nonfocal category (on a 7-point Likert-style scale).

BIAT
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Figure 5: Correlations between D-Score and self-assessments for all D-Score values (top, blue) and those where we fltered out
middle values (botom, orange)

7.3

Results

We split the results into two parts: 1) the analysis of the D-Score ft
ratings and 2) the correlation between D-Score and where participants placed themselves on the focal/non-focal spectrum.
7.3.1 D-Score Fit. Figure 4 shows the self-rated ft of the calculated
D-Score, i.e., how participants agreed with what the D-Score was
telling them where they stood. For category Progressive/Conservative,
rated the D-Score to ft on average with 5.3 (SD=1.58), 7 being an
’Excellent ft’. The BIAT on Feminism/Anti-feminism was more contested with M=4.65 (SD=1.76) and on Man-made Climate Change/Natural
Climate Cycles, participants rated the D-Score to be on average 4.98
(SD=1.61) ftting.
7.3.2 D-Score vs Self-Assessment. A more nuanced picture is presented by looking at the correlations between D-Scores and selfratings, i.e., where participants located themselves on the category
spectrum. For each of the three topics, we calculated correlations in
two ways: 1) general correlation between D-Score and self-ratings
and 2) we fltered out the middle ground, i.e., anyone scoring moderately on the D-Score (from -.35 to .35) in order to test whether
the D-Score works better on the fringes, i.e., where people tend to
exhibit stronger attitudes. Figure 5 shows the general correlations
in the frst row (depicted in blue) and the fltered dataset in the
lower row (shown in orange).
For Progressive/Conservative we fnd a strong negative correlation
(Pearson) of r = −0.42 (p = 0.0016) between D-Score and self-rating
meaning that participants classifed as Progressive, indeed, self-rated
themselves as such. When applying the D-Score flter around the
middle (reduced to 19 data points), this correlation increased to
r = −0.59 (p = 0.0075).
On the topic of Feminism/Anti-feminism, Pearson correlation
yielded r = −0.293520, a negative moderate correlation (p=0.031229),

yet statistically signifcant. When applying the D-Score flter (34
data points remaining), this correlation increased to r = −0.39
(p = 0.0205).
Finally, Man-made Climate Change/Natural Climate Cycles yielded
a negative weak correlation of r = −0.19, (p > .05), which turned
out not to be statistically signifcant. Filtering for fringe candidates
slightly improved the correlation to r = −0.32, yet not sufcient to
reach statistical signifcance (p > .05).
7.3.3 Atitude Hierarchies. Finally, we would like to briefy demonstrate how the BIAT tool can be used to test attitude correlations
(aka “people who tend to favour X also tend to align with Y”). Hence,
we tested which attitudes people, who were detected to be on
the fringes of the Progressive/Conservative spectrum, tended to
exhibit with regards to ancillary topics, namely Feminism and Climate Change. First, we analysed the relationship between Progressive/Conservative and Feminism/Anti-feminism and found a relatively strong correlation (Pearson) r = 0.36 (p = 0.0072). Applying
a D-Score flter revealed an even stronger correlation (Pearson)
r = 0.63 (p = 0.0041). For Progressive/Conservative and Man-made
Climate Change/Natural Climate Cycles, we found a non-signifcant
weak negative correlation (Pearson) −0.08 (p > 0.05). Applying DScore fltering slightly increased the correlation r = −0.12 but did
not reach statistical signifcance (p > .05). We visualise our results
in Figure 6, clearly highlighting the contrast between conservatives
and progressives in terms of their feminism D-Score.

8

DISCUSSION

We appropriated the BIAT, a test to elicit biases, for making it accessible for HCI research, namely through 1) proposing a method for
validating BIAT attributes on thematic issues using crowdsourcing,
2) benchmarking our method to expert-sourced attribute sets, and
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Figure 6: D-Scores for the topics of feminism and climate change, as grouped by ‘conservative’, ‘middle’, and ‘progressive’
participants.
3) evaluating the web-based tool along with the crowdsourced sets
to administer these tests, which we, release as open-source to foster
future bias research. Through a 3-step process, we showed that
agreement rates could be used to identify attributes that need to be
re-visited in order to make the BIAT efective. With the help of 14
domain experts, we frst elicited attribute sets and then compared
and discussed their ft for BIAT research and application.
Rather than initially seeding the wordsets using HCI researchers,
it may be benefcial to consult domain experts in the creation of the
initial wordset, which is subsequently used in the crowdsourced
validation rounds. Our method, however, allows reducing the involvement of experts as these are hard to fnd, access to them is
often limited, and the timely manner in which issues evolve may
not allow for quick or frequent seeding of new BIAT wordsets.
While the expert-sourced attribute sets were more specifc, our
experts tended to argue that crowdsourcing better refects the current public discourse and the associations that come with certain
terminology. In the end, the perception and interpretation of the
attribute sets highly depends on the geographical and temporal
context. A BIAT that measures political afliation in the USA will
need to be diferently constructed than a BIAT in Australia, where
liberal and conservative interpretations are almost polar opposites.
Further, public perception of certain terminology changes over time
and can do so rather quickly. Hence, a crowdsourced method to
create geographically relevant and timely attribute sets might open
up broader applications for BIAT usage.
The validity of implicit association tests has been the subject
of many discussions. Critics point out that it is not always clear
which constructs IATs actually measure [70]. Especially the use of
IAT to assess implicit self-esteem has been largely disputed, where
people tend to be unwilling or unable to accurately report on [9, 25].
Schimmack [71] attributes inconsistencies between self-ratings and
implicit measures largely to measurement errors rather than to
the disclosure of hidden tendencies. Correlations, however, have
been found to be consistent across target constructs suggesting
that the IAT may be just another way of measuring what people
are willing to disclose. We confrm these tendencies as we found
the subjective and implicit measure to be largely correlated in our
BIATs and focus our contribution on the creation of custom topic
tests that are rooted in people’s geographical and cultural saliency.

The evaluation of our tool has shown to be highly efective to
elicit political afliation (Progressive/Conservative), but also attitudes towards social topics, such as Feminism/Anti-Feminism. The
topic of Man-made Climate Change/Natural Climate Cycles was
more challenging as attribute fts were found to be lower. Here,
our tool only showed a weak correlation, which may suggest that
more attribute validation might be required. Future work will need
to look into the specifcs of whether particular topic classes may
require diferent approaches, but we have shown that our proposed
method is a viable frst step of doing so. We also focused on native
speakers for now as cognitive associations tend to fre slower when
encountering language barriers.
A small number of participants were part of multiple validation
rounds (four in round 2 and two participants in round 3). While
the subsequent familiarity with the BIAT will have allowed them
to skim through the warmup round (fowers vs insects), we have
not seen any speed improvements over the rounds. Because focal
and non-focal categories constantly change, BIAT users need to
continuously re-map key allocations between as well as within
single topic BIATs. The D-Score further emphasizes relative, not
absolute, reaction time between focal and non-focal categories.
As to which range of cognitive biases our tool manages to elicit
remains to be seen, but it will pave the way for future investigations
in that direction. The Internet, with its manifold choices of sources,
provides an unprecedented environment for confrmation bias. Filter bubbles and echo chambers amplify our preconceived notions to
the point where almost any contradicting evidence can be ignored.
There is a profound challenge for news platforms, social media
providers, and technology researchers with regard to how to hold
people accountable for their beliefs. How can technology invite
users to justify their beliefs and, in the process, become aware of
their innate biases?

9

APPLICATION OF BIATS IN HCI RESEARCH

For years, the study of context-aware systems has been central
to the HCI community. For systems to adapt to the user’s context,
they also need to know about cognitive processes, such as attention,
receptiveness, and information processing capabilities [18]. Cognitive biases play an important role in how information is perceived
and processed, a fact that can be both utilised and exploited by
computing systems. Several workshops have been held at CHI in
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recent years discussing the role of the HCI community in designing
for biases, refection, and critical thinking [19, 20]. In this paper,
we presented our method for creating BIATs on custom topics with
the intention to provide tools for HCI researchers to take biases,
implicit assumptions, and hidden tendencies into account when
investigating computing systems.
In diferent HCI studies, the original, longer IAT has been used
to test the impact of applications and virtual experiences on users’
inherent biases. Lopez et al. [49] used the IAT to investigate how
gender biases are infuenced by having men embody both male
and female virtual avatars, for example. Here, the IAT elicited an
increased implicit gender bias after female embodiment compared
to male embodiment. In a diferent study, Beltran et al. [5] used the
IAT to investigate changes in implicit gender-career associations in
a comparative study of negative and positive workplace experiences.
A second application domain where researchers use the IAT in an
HCI study is the User Experience (UX) domain. Mauri et al. [52] used
the IAT to yield implicit preferences for specifc website designs
and the interaction therewith.
Our study has shown that we can successfully appropriate the
BIAT to detect biases in participants on a range of topics. As automated technologies become increasingly infuential in steering
the behaviour of users (e.g., recommendation systems), obtaining a
better understanding of user biases is a critical component of future
HCI work for both practitioners and academics. Here, we discuss
past and promising applications of BIATs in HCI as well as how
our proposed method will allow for broader integration of BIATs
in user studies.

9.1

Widening the Scope of Application Areas

While HCI research has so far only scarcely applied IATs, it appears
that the strongest interest lies in gender-related research work, e.g.,
[81]. However, since both visual (images) and textual (word) associations have been tested and validated for the IAT, we see a plethora
of ways in which HCI research can beneft from adopting the (B)IAT.
Hence, we see the necessity for a method to validate word pairs
for their appropriateness to allow research that goes going beyond
gender-career, race-crime, or brand-reputation associations. We
believe that a sufciently validated BIAT setup will allow for more
unbiased user studies, e.g., in A-B testing when comparing systems
or designs to each other. For example, when comparing functions
or aesthetics of Android and iOS smartphones, the BIAT would
allow for eliciting participants’ underlying associations towards
Android or iOS systems before the study is run. This would enable researchers to better group participants and avoid priming
to taint the collected data. Similarly, BIATs would also allow for
additional pre-post comparisons of tools and systems in studies,
e.g., in repeated-measures studies. A recent focus of HCI research
is the development of smart agents, robots, and machines that behave human-like, e.g., bots or voice agents such as Siri, Alexa, or
GoogleHome.
While some of the above-mentioned studies mainly focus on
gender-career associations, the (B)IATs further promise to significantly enrich Human-Agent/Human-Robot Interaction research.
Integrating (B)IATs in the testing and design process of these agents

will enable researchers to identify how users perceive certain interaction modalities, e.g., movements, designs, and potentially even
vocal expressions. Erel et al. [24] have shown how the IAT can
be used to assess participants’ understanding of robotic gestures,
behaviours, and expressions as social cues. Furthermore, we know
that emotions occur as a set of behavioural and physiological responses to challenges and opportunities we experience [36]. The
(B)IAT can be used to elicit emotional associations users experience when facing new designs and interaction modalities. This
promises to have a signifcant impact on designing truly enjoyable experiences. Product design and consumer attitudes can be
assessed before releasing new products and applications, enabling
developers to design systems for specifc target groups.
The last domain where (B)IATs promise to have a signifcant
impact is the Human-AI interaction domain. In order to label the
vast amount of data required to train ML/AI systems, researchers
often rely on human labelling – often obtained through crowdsourcing networks. Whenever human-labelled data is used to construct
algorithms, it is crucial to be aware of the inherent biases of the
humans labelling that data. While truly unbiased datasets are very
difcult to obtain, having a measure of implicit biases would allow
for developing algorithms that could factor in these biases, thus
mitigating their impact. Here are three example application areas
where we see our method being applied:
Collecting Ground Truth in HCI Studies. Obtaining insights
into participants’ biases on thematic issues can be problematic due
to the conscious concealment of opinions due to (perceived) social
pressures – a phenomenon known as preference falsifcation [44].
However, obtaining insight into the biases of participants can be
critical when studying polarising issues – a topic increasingly on
the HCI research agenda [74]. Understanding the implicit biases
of study participants allows researchers to analyse the efect of
study conditions across a range of preferences or, alternatively,
difer stimuli presentation as based on the leanings of individual
participants.
A particularly timely goal within the HCI community is the
involvement of end-users in the creation and assessment of algorithmic decision-making systems [8, 79]. In these eforts towards a
larger involvement of everyday citizens in AI technology, obtaining
an understanding of participants’ topical leanings is crucial. As
such, our approach provides researchers with a robust and objective method to obtain ground truth classifcation of participants’
implicit biases.
Facilitating Self awareness. Individual users interested in their
implicit biases can utilise the BIAT to increase their self-awareness
on a wide variety of (polarising) topics. The HCI community has an
extensive history of providing self-awareness to end-users, for example, in relation to the self-tracking of physical activity, or more
recently in relation to ‘digital wellbeing’, in which applications
aim to assist people in fnding a healthy balance in their device
usage [43]. Similarly, using our proposed methodology, users can
track any potential changes in their leanings over time. Furthermore, after the user’s implicit biases have been established, the
application can use this knowledge to pro-actively recommend
news stories and other resources which contradict the user’s biases.
Towards Building-Attitude Aware Systems. Perhaps the most
promising application of our work is in the (further) development
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of attitude-aware computing. We argue that, in order to facilitate
public discourse, it is essential that the public is exposed to a plurality of information and leanings on polarising issues. This principle
is at risk with the rise of recommendation systems that–through reinforcement behaviour–serve users with increasingly more monoistich and extreme viewpoints. An example of this can be found in
the recommendation of YouTube videos on topics such as antivaccination and fat-earth [45]. Although our previous example
application highlights the use of individual self-awareness, such
applications are unlikely to be adopted at scale. As such, it is critical
that (recommendation) systems detect and take into account users’
attitudes and biases in order to serve more pluralistic content and
avoid locking users in a digital echo chamber.
The case of Cambridge Analytica has famously demonstrated
how people’s attitudes can be detected based on personal data
scraped from social networks [10]. While this approach comes
with severe implications for users’ privacy, our proposed method
to detect attitudes for the sake of attitude research and building
attention-aware systems does not require private datasets. Our
method can be applied in the lab as well as in-the-wild without
participants having to disclose prior data.

9.2

Integrating BIATs in User Studies

Our proposed method allows the creation of topic-specifc BIATs
that can be tailored to special demographic target groups. We have
released the code to administer the BIATs via a web interface as
open-source for the community to use. While discussions about
the measurement and target accuracy of association tests are ongoing [71], they are widely used in adjacent felds to HCI. Given
the recent focus on the societal impacts of computing systems, we
envision greater adoption of measuring user biases in the evaluation of those systems in the future. Our tool allows the integration
into web surveys, MTurk tasks, and also lab-based studies. We
hope this allows researchers to more widely integrate BIATs as part
of their participants’ demographic assessments. Ideological alignments, political tendencies, and cultural imprints can infuence the
perception and use of computing systems and hence may be used
to cluster study participants and study the efects of diferent user
experiences on people with specifc convictions and perspectives.
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CONCLUSION

This paper describes how HCI researchers can appropriate the
Brief Implicit Association Test by resorting to the geographical and
cultural idiosyncrasies of the crowd. We present a scalable validation procedure through which crowdworkers can assess the ft of
individual attributes, allowing researchers to establish a reliable
assessment set on polarising, thematic issues. We conducted an evaluation of our selected attributes along with the web-based tool we
developed. Our application of the quantifcation of user biases in the
form of the D-Score showed to be an efective tool to predict participants’ self-assessments, paving the way for a tool to collect ground
truth for studies and social computing systems where users may be
hesitant to state their true attitudes in public settings [44]. Given the
increasing concern around online echo chambers, in which users
are presented with a uniform worldview, HCI researchers have a
critical role to play in ensuring that recommendation systems allow

Dingler et al.

for users to be exposed to a more pluriform media viewpoint. Not
only can our approach be utilised to reliably collect the inherent biases of study participants, but future work can also investigate how
our work can beneft the development of attitude-aware systems–
allowing users to obtain a plenitude of viewpoints rather than being
restricted to an ever-shrinking perspective.
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